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ADVISORY GROUP ON TRANSPORT PACKAGE TEST STANDARDS

I . PURPOSE OP ADVISORY GROUP:

The Internat ional Atomic Energy Agency convened t h i s

Advisory Group t o ( l ) consider any a v a i l a b l e data on

transport acc idents and any r i s k assessments performed

i n Member S ta tes , with a view t o making a c r i t i c a l study

of the continuing adequacy of the package t e s t require -

ments included i n the current vers ion of t h e IAEA

Regulations for the Safe Transport of Radioact ive

Materia ls (Safety S e r i e s No. 6, 1973 Revised Edi t ion) ,

and (2) make recommendations concerning the future

planning and conduct of t h i s study.

II. MEETING PROCEDURES

A . The Advisory Group identified for itself a series of tasks

to be done:

(1) To identify areas/studies in which the IAEA could

most usefully participate/coordinate/initiate.

(2) To l i s t (at least in a preliminary way) the various

alternatives and options for problem solution. ^"

(3) To recommend to the IAEA a plan of action necessary

to reach solutions to problems, and to assign

priorities to those actions.
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(4) To report to the IAEA, in writing on i t s findings and
recoomendati cms.

(5) To complete i t s considerations within the ox» week
provided (19 - 23 December).

B. The Advisory Group adopted the following general rnleB of
operation:

(1) Advisory Group XB an evaluation and planning group,
not a regulation-writing group.

(2) Advsiroy Group i s to decide what problems seed to be
solved. The group i s not to develop the problem
solutions.

(3) Advisory Group should consider technical aspects
of each problem only enough to détermine whether i t
i s serious enough'for the Agency to set up a separate
Advisory Group to consider the problem in detail.

(4) Problems will be defined, considered, studied, dis-
cussed, etc., by snail working groups. Each group
to have moderator who i s responsible for control of
the work and * written report of findings.

(5) The work will consist of five plenary sessions and
working group sessions. The chairman appoint
vice-chairman/rapporteur who i s responsible for
making the anmnary report of each plenary.

(6) Each working group will have about three days to solve
these probleas and then present a report of their
discussions and recommendations. The Advisory Group
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will consider these reports during the remainder

of the week.

(7) Any working group will be able to request that some

particular problem be resolved by the Advisory Group

in plenary.

(8) The chairman and vice chairman will assume the task

of assigning priorities to the recommendations.

C. The Agency appointed Paul 3c (Sweden) as Chairman and

Benito Bernardo (IAEA) as Scientific Secretary.

' The Plenary appointed VI. Brobst (USA as Vice-Chairman/

Rapporteur)who was later replaced by W. Taylor (Canada).

III. LISTING OP WORKING GROUPS

The following working parties- were assigned (the name of

the leader is also listed):

1. Statistical Data on Accidents and "Hear Accidents"

(E. Bawl, USA.)

2. Incidents of Accidents and Risk Assessments (W.E. Taylor,

Canada)

3* Review Package Testing Requirements (S. Williamson, UK)

4. Review Basis for the Radiation Levels for Packages

(W. Kolb, ÏBG)

L_
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17. GENERAL OBSERVATIONS AHD CONCLUSIONS

1. The Working Groups' efforts were hampered somewhat "because

Member States did not report their accident statistical data

in a consistent, complete manner. Also, some information on

risk assessments did not arrive in time for the meeting.

Nonetheless, certain problems, such as the fact that the leading

cause for package failures is the use of improper procedures,

became apparent and a reasonable number of significant recom-

mendations did result from the Advisory Groups' work*

2c The Working Groups submitted approximately 23 recommendations.

These were eventually consolidated into 5primaryTecommenàations

and 7 / recommendations. Also, 2 recommendations, of a

general, tut significant nature were submitted*

3* The responsibility of selecting priorities for the recommenda-

tions was assigned to the Chairman and Vice Chairman. This

was done but, due to lack of time, the Advisory Group were

unable to comment on the Chairman's/Vice Chairman's decision*

It is hoped that the actual selection fairly represents the

Advisory Group's opinion.

4* It had been planned to deal with the subject of "Principal

Areas of Research" in a plenary session after the Working

Groups had completed their initial tasks* This task was not

completed, again due to lack of time. However, areas of

research were mentioned by the Working Groups and these are

listed in Appendix 3*

L
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V. PRIMARY aECOMMENMÏIOMS

Five primary recommendations surfaced from the Advisory Group's

meeting. These are listed 'below in order of priority.

1. Working Groups 1, 2 and 4 concluded that the Agency should initiate

a system whereby data on non-routine transportation events can be

accumulated from and distributed to member states. This data is

required so that the IAEA. Regulations can be evaluated directly or

•by risk assessment techniques. The Agency should convene a Penal

to develop a "Reportable Event" form, similar to the one suggested

•by Working Group 1 so that member states will use consistent and

complete reporting techniques. This recommendation should be

considered urgent because it is apparent that the transmittal of

transportation event data will be tine consuming.

Note: This recommendation lies within the scope of the Advisory

Group's meeting./ at Ihe final Plenary session Mr. J.D. HcClure

(USA) kindly submitted a general recommendation entitled "An

Information System for the Storage and Retrieval of Data with

Particular Reference to Transportation, Transportation Accidents

and Other Buta Related to the. Transport of Radioactive Material",

(see Appendix 5). Strictly, this recommendation lies beyond the

Group's terms of reference. However, the Group felt that the

general recommendation was significant and should also be considered

by the Agency.

2. All four Working Groups concluded that risk assessments must be

completed for radioactive material shipments. These assessments

are required to justify and optimize the IAEA. Regulations and for

risk-benefit-cost analyses. The Agency should convene a Panel to

compile the esisting information on risk assessments that have been

completed, or, will.be completed in the near future by member states

and; to develop basic risk assessment models for normal and accident

transport conditions that could be used by any member state. Because

risk assessments can not be incorporated into the regulations as

requirements the Agency should be prepared to encourage and assist

member states to complete the assessments.
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3. Working Group 3 concluded -that Type B packages which contain alpha

emitting radioactive materials and are transported by air may have

to be subjected to additional or snore severe tests than those now

specified in the IAEA. Regulations. Public apprehension about air

transport of alpha emitting radioactive materials is already

apparent. The Agency should convene a small group of experts to

consider tests for air transport for Type B packages. The Advisory

Group considered this recommendation urgent because it is possible

that non-technical pressure groups could impose arbitrary requirements.

The Advisory Group would prefer to have an IAEA group of experts

develop whatever test specifications might be required on a

technically and mutually acceptable basis. The Advisory Croup

believed that the small group of experts should be convened within

the next six months and suggested that the meeting could coincide

with the Fifth International Symposium, scheduled for Hay 7-12, 1978

in Las Vegas, USA»

Note: At the final Plenary session Mr. Gricchio (CEC) kindly

submitted information on the work recently being undertaken by the

* Commission of European Communities, (see Appendix 6). -

4. Working Groups 3 and 4 concluded that the A./A_ values, and regulatory

containment requirements "based on these values need to be reassessed.

The Groups identified the following major problem areas.

- regulatory containment requirements are based on models which

may be too conservative

- additional factors of conservativeness for Type B(U) packages

(relative to Type B(M) packages) make compliance an onerous task

- containment requirements for certain Type A packages under normal

transport conditions are needed

- the relationship between containment, in terms of activity per

unit time, and leakage tests, in engineering terms, must be

established. What can be deemed to be "leaktight"?

The Advisory Group believes that the Agency should reconsider the

A^/Ag values and containment requirements at the next Regulatory

Panel meeting or possibly, by the 90 day amendment process. The

Group did recognize a potential problem. The problem areas mentioned

above suggest a relaxation in some containment requirements. Relaxation

of requirements are generally contrary to the principles of ICRP and
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therefore cost benefit analyses may be required to justify any

changes. This recommendation should "be considered moderately urgent

because package designers are experiencing difficulty in demons-

trating compliance with package containment requirements.

5. Working Group 3 reviewed the regulatory thermal test and how

compliance with this test can "be demonstrated. The Group established

that calculation techniques, open fire tests and furnace tests can

give widely divergent results, even for the same package. The Agency

should collect and evaluate thermal test data, including calculation

techniques, that have teen and will "be generated "by member states.

The U.K., Canada and USA mentioned that research in this area is

already underway in their countries. This recommendation should be

considered important hut not as urgent as the previous four

recommendations. The recommendation is important because package

designers are faced with the problem of selecting acceptable procedures

for demonstrating compliance with the Regulations.

Note; As a result of this recommendation Prof* Dr. R. Neider (ERG)

offered the following general recommendations which the 'Group felt °

was significant and should also be considered by the Agency.

"The Agency should establish a system for research work undertaken

by the member countries in order to foster the co-ordination between

the different countries. It is expected that the Agency organize

this co-operation in the most important fields mentioned during this

meeting".

VI. SEOODDAHY RECOMMENDATIONS

The following recommendations are listed approximately in order of

priority. Recommendation 2 will require .a Panel to accumulate and

distribute data, and, possibly to co-ordinate research work - see "Note/»

under Major Recommendations 1 and 5* This recommendation will require

intermittent effort for at least five years. All other recommendations

should be dealt with at the next Regulatory Panel meeting or by the 9Q

day amendment process. It would be desirable to complete action on these

recommendations within the next two years.

1. The Agency should expand paragraph 526 of Safety Series 6 to include

tiedowns explicity. Additional information is required in Safety

Series 37» complete with tiedown principles and methods. Reference:

Working Group 2 report.
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2. The Agency should compile information on the response of irradiated

fuel to impact, i.e. the 9 m <^°P test. The present lack of

information mey require that the Agency encourage and co-ordinate

research work in this area. Reference: Working Group 3 report.

3. The Agency should reconsider the rationale behind the shipment

of low specific activity (LSA) materials* Table VI of Safety

Series 6 may require more restrictive limits* The appropriate

sections of Safety Series 37 may have to be revised accordingly.

Reference: Working Group 3 report.

4. The Agency should consider the need for a regulatory dose rate

requirement for low level solid (LLS) and LSA packages following

accident transport conditions. Reference: Working Group reports

3 and 4.

5* The Agency should reconsider paragraph 229 of Safety Series 6 and

the method by which a permissible dose rate is expressed for Type B(U)

packages following accident transport conditions. In some cases,

the present method is too restrictive. The alternate wording for

paragraph 229 proposed by Working Group 4 should be considered.

6. The Agency should consider a regulatory provision for the situation

where various Type A packages may be grouped together, for example,

on a pallet. Adequate labelling for individual packages is required

so that relevant information from the group of packages can be

combined. Reference: Working Group 4 report.

7> The Agency should consider updating paragraph 805 of Safety Series

37 to reflect the appropriate ISO standard for sealed sources.

Reference: Working Group 3 report.

V U . LIST OP PRINCIPAL AREAS OP RESEARCH

The Jfc considered a number of principal areas of research wherein

some studies could be made by member states with thé Agency co-ordinating

the programme. The list is attached as Appendix 3.

VIII. WORKING PARTY REPORTS

The reports of the working groups are attached as Appendix 2.

IX. SUMMARY REPORT - PLENARY SESSIONS 1 - 5

The Summary Reports of the plenary sessions are also attached as

Appendix 4.
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I
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AFPE2IDIX 1

W.G. 1

* I. Implement a data acquisition effort on transportation events*

* 2. Produce a standard Reportable Event form.

*» 3« Use the above information to evaluate the transport regulations

and complete risk assessments.

W.G. 2

1. Expand regulations to be more expl ic i t about tiedowns.

* 2» Acquire data on procedural errors.

* 3 . Acquire data on l o s s , theft and tampering.

** 4 . Develop a "basic risk assessment model for normal and accident

transport conditions.

W.G. 3 •

*** 1. Conduct a study to determine if some leak test can "be used to
demonstrate "leaktight".

2. Reconsider rationale "behind LSA. material shipments and the permissible
limits given in Table VI, S5.6.

3. For sealed sources, update paragraphs 746 and 605, SS.37 re ISO
standard»

4. Collect thermal test data and distribute.

®* 5» Expand on US risk assessment.

6. Compile data on response of irradiated fuel to impact.

7. Consider special tests for air transport of highly toxic,
Type B quantities of radioactive material.

8. Relate containment to engineering leakage tests.

9» Reconsider shielding requirements for LLS material shipments.
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W.G. 4

*** 1. Review Ai/A- values and containment requirements.

2. Reconsider the method for specifying a permissible dose rate for

Type B(U) packages after an accident, paragraph 229 SS.6.

*** 3. Reconsider activity leak rateB for (type B(U) and B(M) packages.

*** 4. Consider containment requirements for certain Type A packages.

* 5. Consider list of input data "by Working Group 4 to Reportable Event

form of Working Group 1*

** 6. Determine what risk assessments must "be completed to revise Type

B(U) package containment levels.

7. Consider grouping of ïype A packages.

**** 8. Reconsider shielding requirements for LLS and LSA material shipments.

FUEH&RT

1. General recommendation "by McClure re data collection and retrieval .

2. General recommendation "by Neider re co-ordination of research work.

I
i
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APPHDŒI 2

REPORT OP WORKING GROUP 1

1. Working Group One of the Advisory Group on Transport Package Test

Standards met to consider the statistical data on accidents and "near

accidents" during transport, whether involving radioactive material or

not. The terms of reference agreed upon by the Working Group members

were:

Review transport and incident data submitted by member states to the

Advisory Group on Transport Package Test Standards. Identify problem area.s

and trends indicated by the data submitted by member states. Identify

areas where more data is necessary, including baseline shipping data.

Suggest methods and formats for obtaining IAEA, wide information reportir-g.

2. The Working Group reviewed all of the referenced data submitted in

order to evaluate the adequacy of the existing radioactive material

shipping regulations. In order to do this it was necessary to evaluate

the ade(juacy of the data present to provide a sound basis for judgement.

In addition, it was sought to correlate non-radioactive hazardous materiil

accident data with potential radioactive material accident conditions.

3. A tabulated summary of the causes of the accidents reported was

prepared and is found in Annex 1. According to this data, the leading

causes for package failure were procedural shortcomings (36;"5), impacts \2~ I

package design failure (16$) and loss, theft and puncture (5,£ each).

Procedural shortcomings include human errors and were clearly the single

leading cause of package failure or accident occurrance. Impact was als-

a frequent cause of package failure but in many cases failure was a resu_~
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of impact ferrces far in excess of design requirements for type A

packages. It should be noted that most reported accidents that

resulted in releases involved low specific activity material (LSA) and

type A packages while type B packages were involved in very few

accident resulting in releases. While LSA and Type A packages are

shipped far more frequentlytfaanType B packages, they have been in -

volved in nearly a l l of the transport accidents i-asulting in a release

of radioactive material to the environment. Loss and theft of packages

may be assumed to have resulted in probable releases of material and

their combined total of IO5S of the accidents was significant, especially

when i t i s considered that many countries did not include loss or theft

data in their accident reporting.

A word of caution i s necessary regarding the interpretation of the

results of this data as the accuracy of th.e tabulation was strained by

the variety, inconsistency and vagueness of the various states' reporting

techniques. In several instances the cause or mode of package failure

was not at a l l clear, resulting in having to "best guess" at the cause

of failure and introducing a potentially significant margin of error.

Additionally, in order to eliminate data that was not relevant to the

objective of identifying problem areas, only those accidents which were

reasonably thought to have resulted in a release of material or an

exposure in excess of regulatory l imits were considered. In many cases

i t was not clear i f a release or exposure had taken place, thereby

introduced another variable in the data used. Consequently, considering

the data interpretations that had to be made and the variables intro-

duced, only the most general observations and conclusions should 6B

drawn from this information.
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i\. In addition to the general observations in paragraph 3( the

following were noted:

a) Historical data indicates that while the number of radioactive

material shipments is greatly increasing and the number of

accidents is increasing, the relative accident rate is deereasing.

b) T5ie non-radioactive hazardous material accident information provided

is not complete enough to provide any statistical basis for

recommendations, but the individual reports do warrant consideration

in describing potential accident scenarios.

n) Ko specific recommendations can be made at this time as to areas

of the. regulations needing change. I t has be.en found, however, that

the apparent leading cause for accidents (procedural error) may nbed

to be addressed more thoroughly in the regulations or i t s causes

should be determined and steps taken to reduce i t s frequency.

5. In the course of reviewing the accident information at hand, i t

became apparent that additional information is needed to.accurately

assess the adequacy of the transport regulations. Accurate information about

both the number and nature of accidental events involving radioactive

materials must be gathered if the transport regulations are to be

thoroughly evaluated. In addition, information must be gathered concerning

the number and nature of radioactive material shipments in general in order

to generate a data base sufficient to assess the risk of shipping these

materials. "Hiese informationsneeds may be summarized as follows:



a) Shipping volume data

Ideally, it is desirable to gather information which fully describes the

number of shipments, number of packages, isotopes, quantities, forms

of material, intended use, types of packages, modes and distances involved.

An example of a table which could be used to gather and summarize the

number and types of packages/distances and modes shipped relationship

is given in Annex 2* While all of the above information is

desirable, it is realized that the realities of time and effort

preclude its complete gathering and this is discussed later.

b) Reportable event data

For the purpose of delineating when an accidental occurence should be

reported and when it is not necessary, the term "reportable event"

has been defined as any event which:

i) Subjects a package to conditions outside the normal design

conditions or type A tests, or

ii) Results in the loss or theft of the package-, or

iii) Results in exposure or contamination in excess of the regulatory

limits.

All reportable events should be reported and the information that

ideally would be contained in such a report i s outlined in Annex 3*

6. It is realized that the information requested in paragraph 5 is far too

lengthy to be practical, but our attempt has been to identify all of the

information needed for a complete analysis. Since this information must

be gathered under non-ideal conditions it remains to be reduced to the

minimum number of items necessary to do an adequate job.
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Report formats and forms also remain to be designed. This should

be accomplished in conjunction with the determination of the minimum

information needs.

7. It i s also desirable to gather together information on non-radio-

active hazardous materials accidents to determine i f there are any

problem ares.s or trends which might help predict the accident environment

a radioactive materials package could encounter. The information submitted

by the member states vas practically non-existent and could perhaps

be improved i f more time i s allowed for submittal.

SCMMARY OF RECOMMEMDA.TIOHS;

1 ) The Agency implement a data acquisition effort to gather the

types of information identified above and in Annexes 2 and

3 on an annual basis.

2) In performance of (a) the Agency should develop, produce and

distribute sample forms in consultation with member states who may

have already performed this tass. This will include deciding on a

final form and content using the information contained herein as a

basis.

3) The Agency should ut i l ize the information acquired to evaluate

the adecruacy of the transport regulations and in assessing the

risk involved in the transport of radioactive materials.

1
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unrar 1

SUMMARY OP ACCIDENTS

AS TABULATED

HODS NO

IMPACT

FIRE

PUNCTURE

CRUSH

IMMERSION

LOSS

.THEFT

43

2

8

7

0

8

8

DESIGN \ TIE DOWN 1 )

FAILURE) PACKAGE 24 (

PROCEDURAL OR
HUMAN ERROR 5 8

TOTAL = 159

27 £

1.3 %

5$

4-4 £

0 5S

555

15.7 £

36.4 St

100 5S
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ASBEX 2

SAMPLE SHIPPING INFORMATION

GATHERING FORM

PRIMARY

5GS
TYPE

AIR HIOHIVAY RAIL WATER

EXEMPT

TYPE A

T Ï P E B

TYPE B M

HUÏÎ3ER OP
PACKAGES

AVERAGE
DISTANCE
SHIPPED

I13EALLY, RADIOITOCL DE, QUANTITY, AND INTENDED USE AND PORK OP

MATERIAL WOULD ALSO BE PROVIDED
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A3HBC3

IDEALLY, INFORMATION SUPPLIED IN REPORTABLE EVENT REPORT

Event informat ion - Date of event

Date of report

Weather conditions at time of event

Population density at event location

Location

Mode of transport involved

Event Description - Package type (A, B, etc.)

Package description (construction; identification
marks)

Package weight

TI (Transport, Index)

Radionaelide Quantity, Form

Number of packages in shipment

Number of packages damaged in event

Other cargo involved

Nature of event (short narrative description

of event, identifying i t as collision, loss,

theft, etc.)

Sature and Severity
of package damage -

Damage to vehicles (monetary if necessary)

Impact - fall height or velocity at time of

impact, nature of impacted surface

Crush - Reduction of dimension

t
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AHKEX 3 (continued)

Puncture - Size of hole, depth

Immersion - Hedium, depth, time

Pire - Fuel, size, duration

Contributing Factors Tie downs

Procedural errors (human errors)

Extent of Release or Exposure

Contamination location (including persons)

Contamination levels

Personnel exposure

Amount of material or shielding lost

"• Total cost of accident

Consigner

Carrier

Person f i l l i n g out form

Identification

NOTE: This will be treated as eonfidental
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REPORT OP WORKING GROUP 2

The terms of reference of Working Group 2 are: -

i) Define incidents, accidents, risk assessment, human error.

- Review existing material for classification of incidents

and accidents.

- Recommend how data on incidents and accidents should be

reported.

ii) Risk assessment

- Determine what is desirable information to make a judgement

on present regulations — or change.

- Search through given material and extract what is desirable.

- Determine what kind of information we expect to obtain so

that we can establish a "Flan of Action"

- Recommend to IAEA, how to proceed " . '

iii) Risk assessment model.

1. The group requested that the Advisory Group provide a definition

for incidents and accidents. This request was assigned to an Ad Hoc

committee and fulfilled. Only accident was defined as "Any occurrence which

subjects a package to conditions outside the normal design condition or Type A

tests."

2. Group 2 completed the definitions for human error and risk

assessment as follows: -

a) Human Error - Failure in a packaging or shipping procedure

that results in reduced effectiveness of the package during

transport.

Note: At a subsequent plenary session the following

definition was discussed and accepted by Group 2.
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Human error is the failure to establish and to follow proper

procedures in the preparation f a consignment (refer to definition

in SS 6, Sec. 113) or its transport or storage whether intentional

or unintentional.

h) Risk Assessment - An analysis of the consequences of an

event considered together with the probability of its occurrence. .

For transportation risk assessment the consequences are normally

expressed in health effects of man through consideration of

radiation or radioactive material released and its pathways to man.

3. Accidents and Incidents

The group reviewed the submitted data on accidents as a result of human

error, tiedown failures and non-secured packages and, theft, loss and

tampering. Accidents on these "bases were reviewed in order not to conflict

with Group 1, tneir test was to review the accident data as the result of

an external stress. Tie downs were included as a special case "because the

IAEA, regulations do not specify design criteria for tiedown devices.

Similarily, theft, loss and tanip_.^i6 were included because such actions

do not necessarily involve an external, accidental stress no? human error.

a) Group 2 concluded that the submitted data contains sufficient

evidence to show that the absence of adequate package tiedowns and

stoware can result in accidents. Therefore, Group 2 recommends

to the Agency that paragraph 526 of Safety Series 6 be expanded

to include tiedowns explicitly. Thus, it is suggested that the

paragraph read "Consignments of radioactive materials should- be

adequately tied down and stowed.11

Also, Group 2 recommends that Safety Series 37 be expanded to

include more information on tiedowns. For example, the following

note should be added to paragraph 53a. "Unless packages are
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adequately -tied down and stowed they may shift during normal

transport conditions so that an accident results or damage to

the packages themselves or damage to other cargo results."

In addition, a section should "be included in Safety Series 37

which gives examples of suitable tiedown principles and methods•

b) Group 2 concluded that the submitted data contains sufficient

evidence to shew that improper procedures or failure to follow

proper procedures can result in accidents. However, more explicit

data is required on the types of procedural errors that do occus.

Group 2 recommends to the Agency that a standard accident report

form "be developed to provide information that will enable the

Agency to reconsider paragraphs 738 and 739 of Safety Series 6.

c) Group 2 noted the number of theft, loss and tampering events

which could lead to a radiological consequence that should be avoided.

However, more explicit information is required about these events and

under what conditions these events occur. This information could be

used to determine what, if any, administrative requirements should

be imposed» Group 2 recommends to the Agency that the previously

mentioned standard accident report form be developed to obtain this

information.

Note: Groups 1 and 2 discussed the nature of the accident report

form. The input of Group 2 has been included in the ••Reportable

Event" form described by Group 1.

4* Risk Assessment

Group 2 reviewed Bisk Assessment in general terms. The group believes

that risk assessment is an effective method for demonstrating either that the

existing IAEA regulations provide adequate protection wherever employed or

that changes to the regulations are needed.



The Group believes -that all member states should be encouraged to

complete an assessment of the risks inherent in radioactive material shipments

through their states. The group realized that risk assessment could not be

incorporated into the regulations as a requirement.

Recommendation:

The group believes that risk assessments should be completed for both

normal and accident transport conditions.

Group 2 recommends that the Agency compile the existing information on

the Risk Assessments that have been completed by member states. With this

background material the Agency should take the initiative to develop a basic

Risk Assessment model, that, with minor changes, could be used by each member

state to complete an assessment on their radioactive material shipments.

Farther the Agency should encourage the states to complete these analyses.

The Group compiled the following references for the purpose of

establishing the basic Risk Assessment model.

AG-I44/O36 (Japan)

AG-I44/OO2 (Japan)

AG-I44/O34 (Japan)

AG-I44/O23 (USA)

AG-I44/O22 (USA)

AG-I44/OH (Finland)

Future assessment for recycle plutonium, referenced in AG-I44/OOI (CEC)

Suture submittal, HUREG-0170, an update of AG-144/023 (USA).

Also, the group realized that some time would pass before a basic Risk

Assessment model would be available for UBe by member states. It is important

to realize that member states who wish to complete Risk Assessment in the

future could collect basic information now for use as input data in the

assessments. The following is a generalized list of the basic, required,

1
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information.

a) nuniber of package and their characteristics.

t>) transport modes and distances

c) the information that would "be given on the "Reportable Event"
form recommended "by Group 1.

d) statistics on non-radioactive material shipment accidents.

e) the major use of the radioactive material toeing transported.
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SUMMARY OF RECOMMEHDATIONS OF WORKING GROUP 2

1 ) Group 2 recommends t o t h e Agency t h a t paragraph 526 of

Safety Series 6 be expanded to include tiedowns explicit ly. Thus,

i t i s suggested :hat the paragraph read "Consignments of radio-

active materials should be adequately t ied down and stowed."

2) Group 2 recommends that Safety Series 37 be expanded to include

more information on tiedowns. For example, the following note

should be added to paragraph 636. "Unless packages are adequately

t ied down and stowed they may shift during normal transport

conditions so that an accident results or damage to the packages

themselves or damage to other cargo results ."

In addition, a section should be included in Safety Series 37

which gives examples of suitable tiedown principles and methods.

3) Group 2 recommends to the Agency that a standard accident report

form be developed to provide information that wil l enable the

Agency to reconsider paragraphs 738 and 739 of Safety Series 6.

4) Group 2 recommends to the Agency that the previously mentioned

standards accident report form be developed to obtain information

on the number of theft, loss and tampering events which could lead

to a radiological conséquence that should be avoided.

5) Group 2 recommends that the Agency compile the existing information

on the Risk Assessments that have been completed by member s tates .

With th is .background material the Agency should take the in i t ia t ive
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to develop a basic Risk Assessment model, that, with minor manges,

could be used by each member state to complete an assessor.-, on

their radioactive material shipments. Further the Agenc;.- s.-.ould

encourage the states to complete these analyses.



Report of Working Group 3

"RCTIEW PACKAGE TESTIKG HECSJIREMENTS"

Members: S Williamson (UK) Chairman

K P Sbultz (CDN) See

J D MeClure (US)

T Miyazaki (Japan)

A N Frasad (India)

A H Partridge (UK)

H Grenier (France)

Prof. Dr. H Neider (FRG)

E Wardelmann (BtOO)

H Komurka (A)

V A Brobst (USA) Part-time

let Meeting - Tuesday, December 20. 08.30 - 10.00 hrs.

PurpoBe of Meeting : To define the scope of the.WG for presentation to and

discussion in the plenary session at 10.00 hrs.

1.1 Discussion was open and far ranging. Existing test requirements would

not be the only test requirements considered. Modified tests or

additional tests would be considered also if suggested by the material

available to the group.

1.2 Suggested topics for consideration included:

(1) Review test requirements for all types of radioactive packages,

from Exempt to "type B, including additional criticality safety

requirements for Fissile Classes I, H and III.

(2) Review test requirements for all modes : road, rail, marine, air

and post.

(3) Review Acceptance Criteria for tests related to normal and accident

conditions.

(4) Examine the need, if any, for additional test requirements for

packages containing spent fuel, plutonium and other high toxicity

materials especially alpha emitters.
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1.3 It was agreed that the VIG would be selective in regard to detailed

discussion within the context of the experience of the WG members

and the information available to the Advisory Group. Whenever possible

detailed comments and recommendations would be provided, otherwise it

is the intent of the WG to advise the AG and in turn the IAEA, of more

general requirements that may be identified.

1.4 In order to avoid as much duplication of effort as possible the WG

requested the following additional material to be made available to

it :

(l) Papers from the Panel on IAEA's Future Programme (See extract at

Annex I) (28 March - 1 April 1977)

(2)

(3)

Papers from the Advisory Group on Emergency Response to Accident

Events (24 to 28 October 1977)

RID-AJJR regulations incorporating the 1973 revised IAEA regulations.

(4) 90 day amendments promulgated 16 December 1977

1.5 The Plenary Meeting at 10.00 accepted this Working Group terms of

reference as

"To review package test requirements".

2nd Meeting - Remainder of time available. Tuesday 20 December 1977

Purpose of Meeting : To consider the scope of the WG as identified above,

although interfacing with other WG's was discussed.

2.1 In order to structure the discussion it was decided to draw up a

matrix of items shown as Fig. 1 Annex IV.

The numbers in the boxes, refer to the comments which follow in paras

2.3 and 3.1 and are identified with the prefix C.

2.2 To avoid unnecessary detailed discussion and to provide for feedback

from other working groups, only a requirement for test is identified.

Some detail may be provided where general agreement is clear, but

however, where it is not, eg. the degree of severity of a test, details

may be added later, after separate discussions as appropriate.

2.3 The comments which follow are based on the assumption that maximum levels

of activity release remain as given in Safety Series No. 6. The comments

associated with the table follow:

I
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C.I By definition, exempt quantities are small, the risk is negligible
and no test requirements are needed.

C.2 Other International Organizations have standards for industrial

packages for other dangerous goods. These are grouped according

to hazard (I - very dangerous, II - medium danger, III - low

danger). Group 7, radioactive are currently exempt. Because the

hazards of exempt and LSA materials are low by. definition and intent,

no changes are recommended. The "standard" for Industrial Packaging

then would he self-imposed by the consignor according to commercial

requirements.

C.3 Reference is made to SS No. 37, paras 338 at seq as to the intent

for LSA packaging based on current Al/A2 levels.

C.4 and the associated limits are intended to be for materials that
are inherently harmless. Consequently there is no need for test
requirements.

C.5 Problems of border crossings and interfacing between modes support

the AG (March 77) recommendation that there be one set of

requirements for all modes, but there was concern expressed that

one mode may predominate. See also C.30 below.

C.6 It was not clear if liquid and gaseous LSA materials (SS6 para 121a)

had been considered for enclosed areas (that may be occupied or from

where air may be circulated to occupied areas) when maximum activity

levels were set. This could be part of a risk assessment.

C 7 It may be necessary from the public acceptance point of view, rather
than from needs of safety, to specify some form of containment
(eg. drums) for liquids and gases. If this should occur and the
requirement is added to the regulations, a proper record giving the
reason why this is necessary must be kept.

C.8 It is recommended that para 209 (SS 6) should be revised (as in

RID/ADR regs.) so there is no need to refer to other regulatory

documents. By so doing, the impact and csush tests for Type A

packaging, paras 712 and 713 without having to do all Type A tests,

clearly put LLS, as intended, between LSA and lype A in regard to

risk to the public, but loss of shielding could occur. It is

believed that an external radioactivity limit be added rather than

requiring special testing. This would be consistant with the
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principle of inherent safety of LLS materials.

C.9 LLS can only shipped as full load. Although this is not a test

requirement per se it is a requirement basic to the intent for

this type of shipment.

/CIO LLS is not intended for other than solids (eg. single "block")

and leakage should not be a concern. It is, therefore, reconmended

that there be no leak test requirement beyond that contained in the

specification for the material. (See para 120 of SS 6 and also

refer to SS 37 para 357 et seq). The change on radiation level

suggested in C.8 could appear in para 120, SS 6. See Working Group

paper 4.5.

C.ll further to C.2 Radioactive Material (RAM) must also be packaged

in accordance with requirements for other dangerous goods as

appropriate.

C.12 Not permitted by Post, therefore, there is no testing requirement.

C.13 Specifying a leak test was intentionally avoided when para 223 of

SS 6 was drafted.- The explanation for this, should be considered

for inclusion in the "Why document" recommended at the AG.meeting

in March 1977.

C.14 Being run over by a lift truck was considered to be an accident

(later confirmed in document AG 144/037)» This group's consensus,

based on experience and review of reported statistics in the absence of

a collective report, is that current test requirements for Type A

packaging are adequate to meet the intent of this packaging category.

C.15 Some years ago the Agency contracted for a study to support Al/A2

levels of loss from Type A. This study was done in Sweden. It is

suggested that it be part of the rationale for test requirements

and that it be referred to in the proposed "Why" document.

C.16 Reconsideration of C.14 may be necessary if there are any changes

proposed to the Al/A2 levels, unless they are of a minor nature.

C.17 Subject to the outcome of WG1 deliberations on statistical data

on accidents so C.14 may need to be reconsidered.

C.18 For future evaluation of accident statistics in regard to adequacy

of test requirements it is suggested that a classification based

on radiological consequence be included in data collected.
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C.19 A risk sisressmeirt is needed for combined shipments (several packages

in a sir.,.le overpaek or shipment) of type A. There is currently

no infcr~s.-ion on which to judge whether or not further requirements

(tests, rss-srictions on gross shipments by administrative rules

such as -r-ninrain number of packages, TI or quantity) are needed.

ICAO will not permit "overpacking" type A packages "because labelling

is not =-s~jate. Safety was not considered (See paper 4*6)

C.20 Fissile requirements of Type A packages will "be considered with

fissile -E.ckaging requirements.

2.4 The WG recommends that the IAEA assure that a study is done to see if

it is feasible -to determine some leak test that can be used to

demonstrate "leak tight*1 for the purpose of the regulations. See Annex

III and para 224 and 225 of SS37. Also note to be taken of the work

done by BAÎÏ ir. ?3G and ANSI in North America.

2.5 Work carried -at in the Federal Republic of Germany on the transport

of low specific activity material such as UP, and tritiated water

suggests that the present levels in Table TI of IAEA SS6 are too high.

It *is recosr.sr.ded that the Agency reconsider the'rationale behind the

shipment of —ch materials as given in SS 37 especially with respect to

the risk to -e-bers of the public. (Refer to comments C.4 and C.6).

3rd Meeting - 21 r ^ saber 1977, 08.30 - 10.00 : 11.15 (time remaining)

Purpose of meeting's): -to continue to consider the scope and to report

progress to the rler.ary session,

3.1 Comments asscciated with the table continue as follows:-

G.21 See discussion on crush, Annex I and II. It was recognised that

it woiild not be possible to reconcile this for the time being.

C.22 A bending test was added to the 1973 edition for long slender

sources. !7o information, subject to a complete compilation of

statistics presented to the AG, could be identified that suggested

any ch.sr.re to the tests for special form.

C.23 In r = — d to ISO/DIS/2919 sealed source requirements it was dear

that c:-.pliance with these requirements were not prima facie

evider.:= of compliance with IAEA requirements. It was considered

i
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inadvisable to unify these two standards for the present. It is

recommended that the ref to the ISO is up-dated. Reference is

also made to para 748 and 805 (SS 37)•

C.24 - combined with C.23

C.25 It is recommended that all "maximum activity levels" for each

type of packaging be rationalized (See Working Paper 4*6 and

also Clt C2, C4 and &3) - (taken up by WG4 and no action necessary).

C.26 Fire Test - two reports AG 144/OO7 and 031 specifically described

fire experiences. (Paper 031 was considered to describe an extreme

case of fire "beyond the intent of coverage of the test). Barnetts

paper (IAEA. SRIO/47) compares the open fire test and a furnace

test to the IAEA, requirements. Although the US study AG I44/OIO

uses 1000°C and a fire duration different from IAEA the intent

therein was to describe an open fire test, (see Appendix G of the

report) not a furnace test (SS 37 para 726 et seq) or an analytical

"basis for evaluation (SS 6 para 720). The US proposal, although

appearing more severe (1000°C) than the IAEA calculations (800°C),

may"be within the specified IAEA requirements. In regard to fires

on ships and in transit sheds, AH5B (S) R19, para I69 to 173

describe conditions and rationale for applicability of the current

test. The Canadian representative described experimental work done

in Omaria comparing the two recommended furnace test methods

(para 726 and 729, SS 37). The UK have also exposed a 50 ton

flask to open fire tests. Japan is intending to do tests as

described in AG-I44/035. Some time ago Sweden undertook a study

of the effect of fins in a fire.

It is recommended that the IAEA collect and evaluate the above

thermal test and other related data in relation to the adequacy

and relative severity of open fire tests and furnace tests. If

necessary the agency should encourage further RfiD to be undertaken

to evaluate the requirements.

It was the general conclusion of the WG that the IAEA thermal test

was adequate for surface (including marine) transport modes but

that it may not fully cater for air transport insofar as its

duration is concerned.
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G.27 It is recommended that a report describing the result of C.26

be prepared to be included in the "why document".

C.28 It was agreed that the intent of para 233 of SS6, i.e. to

eliminate inadequate thermal protection, was adequate.

C.29 Data for the sea mode is very sparce.

C.30 A recommendation of the AG (March 1977) was to maintain a single

set of tests for all modes. It may be necessary to deviate from

this for the air mode. (See Appendix 6).

C.31 Considerable costs to modify and recertify packaging would be

incurred if more severe test requirements were identified for

one mode and then applied to all modes indescriminantly. As

a consequence there may be a need to define a new type of package

to a further improved specification.

C.32 (replaced by C.25)

C.33 It is recommended that the IAEA undertake to expand the US risk

assessment study to include experience from other member states.

C.34 C.33 was recommended-in the absence of documentation of the US

risk assessment which had not yet arrived in Vienna.

C.35 Japan is evaluating deep water accidents. The WG noted a similar

study in the US (Sattelle). These assessments are breaking new

ground so it is recommended that additional requirements, if any,

be considered when proposals are available* Comments 36 to 38

are related.

C.36 In AG I44/OIO Table VIII contains a value of 300 psi (680 ft of

water). It was noted that Figure 7 therein will support a much lower

value, and that the IAEA, immersion requirements provide a high

degree of coverage.

C.37 Other information is contained in AG documents AG I44/OO3, 005

and O35 describing the Japanese programme.

C.38 Corrosion under the sea is another new area. There is insufficient

information to make any recommendations.

C.39 It was noted the 15 m immersion test could be equivalent to a

20 psi crush test.
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C.40 - not used

C.41 The intent of the damage tests to demonstrate the ability of

packages to withstand normal and accidental conditions, although

severe, were never intended to cover extremely severe accidents

which may in fact cause more extensive damage to the package

(Ref IAEA. SS 37 - 208). For example, extreme impact velocities

normal to unyielding targets in nature or beinp completely

surrounded by fires of extreme duration are examples that may

cause Type B packages to "be severely damaged and would most likely

set up conditions that could allow leakages exceeding those in

para 230 and 243. Complete or even partial loss of contents

cannot "be excluded from a risk assessment as a result. It is

not clear if risk assessments have adequately taken into account

such considerations* The existing criteria have "been so

successful that there is no statistical data on which to base a

risk assessment so theoretical evaluations are undertaken.

Consequently it is not possible, for technical reasons, to confirm

that the existing IAEA tests are adequate in spite of general

opinions expressed in the 1976 panel on testing requirements.

C.42 The criteria for an immersion test lasting 8 hours entered when

the previous immersion test (15m, 1967) was changed from the body

of the regulations to the section on testing. Although arbitrary

it is considered that the duration is sufficient to indicate

leakage. The requirement for 15 meters was derived from depths

of water that may exist in port. The information from the above

studies may indicate the need for a change.

C.43 All fissile packaging must be subject to type B tests and

acceptance criteria are based on subsequent criticality safety

evaluations. However, other radiological requirements impose

other safety requirements.

C.44 It is recommended that the last sentence appearing in para 610
and 6l9(b) be explained in SS 37.

C.45 Further to C.44 it is recommended that the section of SS 37

concerning fissile materials be expanded to give further guidance

for persons not familiar with criticality safety.

I
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C.46 It was noted that paper IAEA - SR lO/lO indicated that the

nuclear safety criteria could be compromised in an unusually

severe combination of factors* It was the opinion of the WG

and the criticality experts at the testing meeting (August 1976)

that the circumstances were extremely remote. Existing safety

margins should "be maintained.

C.47 Irradiated fuel may "be damaged in a 9 meter drop out there is very

little information available on which to make assumptions. It

is recommended that the IAEA compile information from member states

on this subject, as far as possible the Agency should co-ordinate

this work.

C.48 A Special Arrangement Transport Operation is given at the

discretion of a competent authority and so there is no need

for specially predefined tests.

C.49 The importance of maintaining geometry when crush occurs and

is not necessarily simulated by impact.

Annex I '

Extract from Draft paper for Working Group 9 — March 1977

Advisory Group

The Working Group noted that, inmost cases, plutonium packages are relatively

small in size and light in Height. For that reason the impact test may not

provide protection against being crushed in normal transport and accidents

when mixed with much heavier cargo. It was concluded that it is necessary

to study carefully the possibility of adding a crush test for such light weight

packages. Studies of the need for such tests have been carried out in the USA

and ERG, and, at least in the USA, development of a proposed crush test have

been undertaken. It was agreed that Agency need not initiate work on

defining such a test until one is proposed by a member state. Furthermore,

adoption of such a test in the regulations should only be undertaken (after

consideration by a Regulatory Advisory Group) as part of an upcoming revision.

In regard to the schedule for that revision, the consensus was that action

should be initiated not later than 1979 in order to issue a revision in 1983,

which would be 10 years after the previous revision was issued.
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Annex II

Sandia Report SAMP 76-0708 Review Draft. An Analysis of the

qualification criteria for small radioactive material shipping packages.

The Working Group considered the data submitted by the US regarding

the nature of transport accidents and the risk assessment of nuclear transport.

The US data shows that the overall risk to thepublic due to nuclear transport

accidents is very low and that, with the exception of crush forces, the

existing Type B tests provide almost complete protection against radiological

hazards in severe rail and road accidents. In the case of aircraft accidents,

the WG noted that the US studies show a lower degree of protection against

air accidents than against rail and road accidents. Further, the US risk

assessment studies show that a contributer to public risk from nuclear

accidents comes from the transport of quantities of alpha emitting nuclear

materials. The WG considered these two related natters, and the need for

special and additional package tests for packages of large quantities of

radioactive materials, to be transported by air. The WG noted that the risk

studies could be interpreted to show that the existing Type B tests are at

present adequate. The question of the adequacy of the test standards for air

shipments should be reviewed by a group of experts that has had sufficient

time to consider all the detailed infornation provided in the submitted

reference documents and-any other relevant information available.

With regard to crush forces, the WG noted that the US studies identified

crush forces to be a primary factor in rail and road accidents. The US

data applies primarily to the transport of small packages (less than 500 kg);

new data on larger packages is still being collected and analysed. The

Working Group considered that a possible case has been made for additional

Type B tests and recommends that the group of experts mentioned above be

convened to consider the detailed specifications of tests necessary to

satisfy the above which would be added to existing Type B tests.

CONCLUSION

The WG concludes 1. the existing Type B tests are adequate for rail, road

and sea transport, even without the crush test, but that the addition of a

crush test nay be appropriate to close an apparent gap in that regulatory

coverage, i.e. light packages that do not experience, during impact testing,

I.
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foroes equivalent to crush. 2. The WG concludes that, from information

received, the existing tests may not be completely adequate for air transport

of Œype B quantities of highly toxic nuclear materials and that it is

appropriate for the same group of experts to meet again as soon as possible

to consider the need for additional tests for "type 3 packages intended for

air transport.

The plenary noted 4hat the EEC had set UT> R&D work with UKAEA on the possible

need for additional tests for Type B packages intended for airiransport by

air. See Appendix 6.

Annex III

Recommendation - Acceptance Testing

•The Working Group recognized that the package certification process consists

of package testing and following testing the imposition of an acceptance

criterion. The present regulations base the acceptance criteria upon

activity leak rates.

It is recommended that an Advisory Group of Experts convened by the IAEA

be requested to investigate the relationship which exists between activity

leak rates and volume leak rates with the idea of making this information

available in Safety Series 37•

The point of this recommendation is that such a relationship must exist,

otherwise how do we demonstrate that we have compliance with the existing

activity leak rate criterion which is used as a basis for package acceptance?

Knowledge of the relationship between activity leak rates and volume leak rates

by both regulatory agencies and package designers will make compliance with

existing (or revised) acceptance criteria more evident.

L
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Annex IV
Fig 1.
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Working Group 3

"Review Package Testing Requirements"

Summary of Main Recommendations

1. Other Recommendations such as "no change is necessary" or Type A tests

are adequate" or "regulatory clarification is necessary" and Suggestions,

of a relatively minor nature have not been included. However, they are

all underlined in the text of the WG 3 Report.

2. It is recommended that para 209 (SS 6) referring to strong Industrial

Packages, should "be revised (as in RID/AÏÏR regst so that there is no

need to refer to other regulatory documents) and call for the impact

and compression tests for Type A packaging, paras 712 and 713 only,

without having to do all Type A tests. Loss of shielding could occur

and it is believed that an external radiation limit should be added

to SS 6 para 120 rather than call for special testing. See also

Working Group 4 Report. This would "be consistent with the principle

• of inherent safety of LLS materials.

3« It is recommended that an Advisory Group of Experts convened by the

IAEA, be requested to investigate the relationship which exists between

activity leak rates and volume leak rates with the idea of making this

information available to Safety Series 37. Also note to be taken of the

work done by EAM in ÎRG and ANSI in Horth America.

4» It is apparent that compliance with the ISO sealed source requirements

does not necessarily mean evidence of compliance with IAEA requirements.

It is recommended that the ref to ISO in paras 748 and 805 of SS 37 is

up-dated, ISO/DIS/2919.

5* It is recommended that the IAEA collect and evaluate data in relation

to the adequacy and relative severity of open fire tests and furnace

tests. If necessary the agency should encourage further RfiD to evaluate

the requirements.
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6. It is recommended that a report describing the result of the above

evaluation of fire and furnace tests be prepared for inclusion in the

"why document".

7. It is recommended that the IAEA, undertake to expand the US risk assessment

study to include experience from other member states.

8. Irradiated fuel may be damaged in a 9 metre drop but there is very little

information available on which to make assumptions. It is recommended

that the IAEA compile information from member states on this subject;

as far as possible the Agency should co-ordinate this work*

9. The WG noted that the US risk studies could be interpreted to show that

the existing Type B tests are at present adequate. It is recommended

however, that the adequacy of the test standards for air shipments should

be reviewed by a small group of experts, selected from this Advisory

Group, and that sufficient time is given to them to consider all the

detailed information provided in the submitted reference documents and

any other relevant information available.

(With reference to additional test for Typé B packages intended for

transport by air, attention of the Agency is drawn to the information

supplied by Mr A Cricchio of CEC and their requirement to investigate

the need for additional tests. See Appendix 6);

10. With regard to crush forces, the WG noted that the US studies identified

crash forces to be a primary factor in rail and road accidents. The US

data applies primarily to the transport of small packages (less than

500 kg); new data on larger packages is still being collected and analysed.

The Working Group considered that a possible case has been made for additional

Type B tests and recommends that the Group of Experts, referred to in para

9 above, be convened to consider the need and detailed specification of

test necessary to satisfy the above, which would be added to existing

Type B testB.

11. It is recommended that an Advisory Group of Experte convened by the IAEA

be requested to investigate the relationship which exists between activity

leak rates and volume leak rates with the idea of making this information

available to Safety Series 37.
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12» It is recommended that IAEA establish an information system for the

storage and retrieval of data associated with transport of radioactive

materialst transport accidents and other data, and also for the research

work undertaken by member states.
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RIPOHT OP WORKING GROUP 4

1. The working group discussed the paper (AG-144/O32) submitted by

Mr. Goldfinch et al "A Commentary on the IAEA. 1973 Transport Regulations

A./A- Values and the Release of Radioactivity from Type B packages" -

and some related problems. The following conclusions, were reached:

a) The values of A. and A» ought to be reviewed in the future,, taking into

account the new available data on annual limits of intake (ALI).

b) The group admits that the intake figures are not very accurate, but this

does not justify to go back to the old group system since there are some

advantages in having individual figures for radionuclid.es - No action to be

taken.

c) For deriving activity limits under norasl transport conditions, it must

be also taken into account that the surface contamination of the package resulting

from that activity release must not exceed the contamination limits. This can be the

limiting factor for deriving permissible activity release.

d) Consideration was given to different leakage levels for irradiated fuel

containers depending on whether they are shipped u&der full load conditions

or not. No need was seen at this time to take action.

e) The group discussed the apparent disparity between the acceptable dose rates

following an accident to a type A or type B package and decided that there

was no justification for proposing a change.

f) The group got some comments that in some cases it is very difficult

to assess the activity release limits required for type B(U) packages .
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The reç\u-=r.er.ts are based on the A« values; for the 80$ cases in which A.. = A-

•this is :.necessarily restrictive. To avoid this difficulty it is proposed

to rep?.5.^ -n para 230 (233 A) and for the sake of consistency also in

Table I"." ":.e -ruahiity A, by the quantity A,. In that case the Advisory

Document £3 No. 37 must contain the list of A, values which may be easily
11971)

obtained from the old Working Group No. A l/report. There should be a foot-

note in para 230 (233 A) and in Table IV saying that the A, values may be

obtained from the Advisory Document.

2. One of the matters discussed by Working Group 4 was the relative

allowable dose ra tes on type A or type B packages following accidents.

The ger.erai conclusions of the discussion are reported elsewhere. However,

in discussion, i t was recognized that para. 229 of SS 6, which permits an •

increase :f X 100 in the dose* rate at 1 m from a package i s unnecessarily

pessimistic for a package designed for a low dose rate under normal transport

conditi :.r. I t was proposed that a change be made to allow a maximum dose rate

in a b s c i s e terms rather than permitted an X 100 increase following an

accident. I t i s clear that where packages are not designed for specific

contents, such a change to the regulations could result in additional

unnecessary work in preparing and examining approval documents.

It was agreed as a compromise that the following change to para 229

be reco-.cended for consideration by the next regulatory panel or as a

90-amer.£.-snt.
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Delete the penultimate sentence ("Where iridium-T.92 ) and

replace with "Where the use of packaging is to be restricted to a specified

nuclide or a known mixture of nuclides, that nuclide or- the specified mixture

may be used as the reference source in place of iridium-192. In this case it

will lie adequate to show that the dose rate at Im from the surface of the

package would not exceed 1 rem/hr for the specified contents after the

tests in Section VII paras 718-721.

The WG considered wether a corresponding change would he appropriate

to para 824 of 3S 6 to require in the competent authority certificate

a statement on the maximum permitted radiation label allowed for packages

assessed under para 229. The WG concluded that such a provision was not

necessary because of the low probability of consignor error and the low

magnitude of the resulting hazard should an error occur, and that para 824(c)

is already adequate in that regard. . . "

3. In paper AG-I44/32 it is demonstrated that for selected isotopes the

permitted level of activity leakage for B(u) packages after an accident

are too conservative. This facotr of the pessimism nay be up to lCr in

some cases judged against the Bnergency Reference Level of Dose for

members of the public. The paper therefore questions the validity of

incorporating a factor of l(r between the permitted activity leakage

levels between BO*) and B(U) packages following an accident. It was

however suggested that removal of this facotr of pessimism would be

contrary to the principles of TCHP 26. However ICRP 26 requires

justification of any practices, presumably including upward changes, and

therefore cost benefit analysis of the proposed change would be necessary

to justify it.
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There was some discussion in the group on whether it is valid to use

the Fasquill model for estimating dose. However, this does not effect the

proposal to change the ratio (M/BU leakage) "but the group felt that

general discussion on this topic in plenary would he desirable.

4. a) Type A leakage levais

It has been pointed out that the regulations state that for type A

packages there shall be no. loss or dispersion of the contents after the Type

A tests. It was recognised that this requirement has been discussed and

brought up at previous meetings and it had been concluded that for normal

type A packages such as those containing radiopharmaceuticals no problems

exist and that therefore, a quantified leakage rate would be unnecessary*

In these discussions it was not taken into account that there are large type

A packages containing radioactive materials (eg. tritiated water) which

are not far above the IiSA levels. For this latter type of package (drums,

etc.) some form of leakage criteria should be specified.

b) External Dose Rates

Since the external-dose levels were first determined about I960 the

relevant maximum permitted dose level has been reduced twice, by a total

factor of 50. Within the same period the permissible dose rate on the surface

of the package has been increased due to the determination of the TI referred

to the dose from the surface instead of the dose from the centre, from

statistical study by D.B. in the ERG the number of express shipments has

increased from 4,000 in i960 to 120,000 in 1975* A radiological survey

made by the same organization in 1975 showed that with the exception of two

main railway stations an annual dose of 500 mrem was not exceeded for

transport workers. The annual dose for the train guards, who in the case of

the analysis remain with the consignments, did not exceed 50 mrem. This

demonstrates that the original methods used for deriving the permitted

surface dose rates were extremely conservative. The analysis shows further

that in 1975 the proportion of packages with TI more than 5 were zero, and

only % has TI more than 2; showing that the full facilities embodied in

the regulations have not been exploited. Bearing in mind the large projected

increase in movements in the future a cost benefit analysis may show that

it is desirable to reduce maximum surface dose rates and TI's.

The working group drew attention to the overall safety advantage if

carriers reduced the freight rates for category white packages or increased
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the rate for yellow label packages so as to make the cost of transporting

a given quantity of astivity elieapes- "by white label than by yellow label.

It was suggested that the IAEA could communicate this view to the main

transport organizations, (eg* RID, ASS, IMCO, IATA, ICAO etc.)

It is recommended that member states be asked to submit statistical data

on the number of movements of radioactive material toy each mode, tabulating

T I, numbers of workers involved and their annual doses, and label categories.

Sate on assessments of dose commitments to members of the public should be

provided also.

5. a) LLS Shielding

LLS materials (may) be transported in industrial packaging with no limit

to the total activity level. This material must "be transported as full load

with a dose rate limit of 1000 mr/hr at the surface and with no TT limit,

provided that certain vehicle restrictions are met. There is no requirement

to maintain the shielding in an accident and thus no requirement to restrict

the dose rate following an accident

.concerned only 2 kg of steel couia contain up to 28 Ci Co 2

to a dose rate of [io <- 20lre.ni/hr at one metre from the unshielded source.

Without the LLS provisions the quantity of activity would have required a

type B package. The group concluded that the risk of external radiation

seems not tcS have been taken into account when this provision was fomnulated.

- A similar problem exists where additional shielding is provided on the

vehicle to achieve vehicle dose rate limits.

- Whether these problems also exist for LSA materials, has not been proved

and should "be investigated.

b) B(U) Package Activity Leakage Levels

The group discussed the proposal to change the ratio (BM/BU leakage)

and concluded that a full cost benefit analysis is necessary before any

changes are made.

As far as activated materials are
60
o (2xlO~-5A2) leading

L.
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6.a) Type A 'Overpaoks1

The question of grouping type A packages in sacks or pallets

vas discussed by the group. I t was agreed that' this does not detract

from necessary safety standards provided that adequate labelling is

attached combining relevant information from the individual package

labels, and that any other regulations covering grouping of packages

of different materials are not contrive ne.

It i s recommended that suitable regulatory provision be made.

b) Overall Risk from Transporting Radioactive materials

The group considers that the overall risks and individual package

type risks should be examined in accordance with the ICRP 26 principles

taking into account contributions from normal transport operations and

accidents and further taking into account projected future movements.

This examination should take into consideration risks in the nuclear and

other industries on the basis of justification, optimisation and statutory

limitations.

ïJhilst the group believes that currently the IAEA Transport

Regulations generally ensure an adequate standard of radiation safety

(i .e. radiation dose and intake) i t is recommended that a full study of the

future risk level should be undertaken on the basis of a cost benefit

analysis.
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SUMMARY DP RECCMMEKDATIONS

1) Group 4 recommends that the A^/A, values and the problem areas

described in I) of the Report be considered by the next regulatory-

panel or by the 90 day amendment process.

2) Group 4 suggests para 229 in ss 6 be changed as per item 2 of the

Report. The group recommends that this change be considered by

the next regulatory panel or by the 90 day amendment process.

3) Group 4 recommends that the activity leak rates differences between

B(U) and B(M) packages and the associated problems described in

working items 3 and 5 of the report be considered by the next

regulatory panel or by the 90 day amendment process.

4) Group 4 recommends that the problem areas on Type A leakage levels

and External Dose Bates described in item 4 of report be considered

be the next regulatory panel or by the 90 day amendment process.

5) Group 4 recommends that the problem areas on the overall risk

from transporting radioactive materials described in item 6 of Report

be considered by the next regulatory panel or by the 90 day amendment

process.

L



APPENDIX 3

Principal Areas of Research

1) Transport accidents attributed to human/procedural errors.

(Group 1 has identified procedural shortcomings which included human

error as the single leading cause of package failure or accident

occurrence. Group 2 also concluded that the submitted data contains

sufficient evidence to show that improper or failure to follow procedures

can result in accidents.)

2) Tiedown and stowage.
(Group 2 has indicated that the submitted data contains sufficient
evidence to show that the absence of adequate package tiedowns and
stowage can result in accidents.)

3) Basic risk assessment model.

(Group 2 felt that on the "basis of risk assessments completed by

some member states a model be developed, through the initiative of

the .Agency.)

4) Leak test that can be used to demonstrate "leak tight".

(Group 3 recognized that package certification process consists of

package testing and following testing the imposition of an acceptance

criterion. Present regulations base the acceptance criteria upon

activity leak rates. Correlation between activity leak rates and

volume leak rates should be established.

5) Thenaal -test data in relation to the adequacy and relative severity

of open fire and furnace tests.

(Group 3 felt that the Agency should encourage further R & D to be

undertaken to evaluate the requirements.)

6) Additional tests for air transport for Type B -packages.

(Group 3 concluded that from information received, the existing tests

may not be completely adequate for the air transport of Type B quantities

of alpha emitting material.)
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7) Review of A^/Ag values.

(Group 4 indicated thai A^/Ag be reviewed taking into account new

available data on annual limits of intake (ALT).)

8) Activity leakage levels between B(M) and B(U) packages following

an accident.

(Group 4 felt that for selected isotopes the permitted level of

activity leakage for B(U) packages after an accident is too

conservative*)

9) Cost benefit analysis.

(Group 4 believed that the current regulations generally ensure

an adequate standard of radiation safety. It is recommended that

a full study of thefuture risk levels from transport of BAM should

be undertaken an thesbasis of a cost benefit analysis.)

10) Crush testB.

(Group 3 considered that a possible case had. been made for additional
Hype B tests and the AG should consider a specification for additional
testB.}
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SUMMARY REPORT 1 - PLENARY 19 December 1977

1. Mr. Paul Be took t h e c h a i r a f t e r t he opening ceremoni.es and appoin ted

Mr. B i l l Brobst a s Vice-chairman and r a p p o r t e u r .

2 . F ree d i scuss ion of p a p e r s were given by t h e de l ega te s of UK, US,

Canada, FRG, Japan, France , I t a l y and Sweden.

3 . The p lenary agreed t o have t h e fo l lowing working groups:

a) Working Group 1 - Statistical data on accidents and "near-accidents"

Mr. Rawl - Moderator

Members: Jefferson, Ridout, Prins, Ericsson

Room assignment: G—25

b) Working Group 2 - Incidences of accidents and risk assessments

Mr. Taylor - Moderator

Members: Hopkins, Cricchio, Wagakura

Room assi gnment - G-28/29

c) forking Group 3 - Package Test Requirements

Mr. Williamson - Moderator

Members: Partridge, Prasad, McClure, Neider,

Shultz, Wardelmann,Komurka, Grenier, Miyazaki

d) Working Group 4 - Review basis for the radiation levels for packages

Mr. Kolb - Moderator

Members: Brobst ,PEermattei, Goldfinch, Nishiwaki

Persson

4. I t was also decided to defer the organization of the working group on

"Principal Areas of Research" until aféer the 4 working groups have

considered their individual tasks.

5- I t was agreed to have the plenary at 10:00 a.m. Tuesday, 20 December

\rnth the expectation that the groups have already met to indicate

their terms of reference.

Bill Brobst
Rapporteur
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SOKHàRY REPORT NO. 2 - PLENARY 20 December 1977

1 . The working groups presented their terms of reference as follows:

a) Working Group 1 - S tat i s t i ca l data on acoidents andneap-acoidents.

i ) Review transport and incidents data submitted by member

s t a t e s to the Advisory Group on Transport Package Test

Standards.

i i ) Identify problem areas and trends indicated by the

data submitted by member s ta te s .

i i i ) Identify areas where more data i s necessary; t h i s ±e include

non-incident reporting. Suggest methods and formats for

obtaining IAEA, wide information reporting.

b) Working Group 2 - Incidents or accidents and risk assessment models.

i ) Define incidents, accidents , risk assessment, human error.

- Review exist ing material for c l a s s i f i c a t i o n of incidents

and accidents.

- Recommend how data on incidents and accidents should be

reported.

i i ) — Risk Assessment

- Determine what i s desirable information to make a judge-

ment on présent regulations - or change

- Search through given material and extract what i s

desirable.

- Determine what kind of information we expect to obtain

so that we can establ i sh a "Flan of Action"

- Recommend to IAEA how to proceed

i i i ) - Risk assessment model-

c) Working Group 3 - Package test requirements

- To review package test requirements.

d) Working Group 4 - Review basis for radiation levels for packages

i ) The group finds .atome inconsistency between the external dose

rates permitted following accidents to type A and type B

packages»

i i ) The group finds that some practices used in carrying LSA

I
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roaterials can lead to external dose rates following an

accident which are not consistent with dose rates accepted

for type A or type B packages.

iii) The group finds that there is some inconsistency between

the acceptable leakage of contents to type A and type 5

packages following a major accident, leading to a

considerable disparity in dose consequences,

iv) The group considers that discussion is warranted on the

necessity of requiring three orders of magnitude reduction

in the permitted leakage from B(U) packages compared with

B(M) packages.

An Ad-hoc working group was appointed to look into the definition of

accident, incident, near accident. Mr. Goldfinch was named leader

with Messrs. Brobst and Gricchio as members.

3. The moderators of Groups 1 and 2 were asked to meet to look if there

are overlaps. ' "

4- The Chairman requested Mr. Taylor to be the Vice-chairman and rapporteur

as Mr. Brobst has requested to be replaced due to ill health.

6.

Item 4 of Summary Report No. 1 was corrected to read

.to defer discussion on the "Principal areas of research until

after the 4 working groups have considered their individual tasks and

to deal with the subject in pleiuuty."

The plenary in the afternoon accepted the report of the Ad-hoc working

group on the definition of Accident to mean - "Any acaurance which subjects

a package to conditions outside the normal design condition or type A

tests."

7. It vas decided to devote the morning for working groups and to meet

in plenary at 11.15 a.m. on Wednesday 21 December 1977»

8. It vas also decided to hold a meeting of the moderators to tresh out

any overlaps in terms of reference and discuss reports.•

W.R. Taylor
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SUMMARY REPORT NO. 3 - Plenary

21 December 1977

1. Sunnary Report Ho. 2 was accepted except for mi nor typographical error.

The use of the word non-incident in the tgrm of reference for Working Group 1

was clarified to mean "non-accident".

2. Working Group 4 Paper No. 4 .3 . was presented and discussed

especially the adequacy in the application of the Pasquil) model of

dispersion in transport accidents.

3. I t was decided to have the afternoon free for working groups to

finish their work.

4. Plenary 'for Thursday was set at 10.00 a.m. with -the expectation that

the papers will "be ready "by 9 «00 a.m.

5* The chair suggested that some thou^its be given to "principal

areas of research" for discussion.

H. Taylor

L
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SUKEAHY REPORT 110. 4 - PLEÏÏAHY

1. Summary report No. 3 was accepted.

2. Report of Working Group 1 was presented and discussed. The report

accepted with the following corrections/amendments:

p. 4 - 4th line, insert "Intended use" betvieen "material" and "types".

p. 5 — On "B" 1st line, insert "in consultation vrLth some countries"

between "forms1* and "for?

Appendix 1, Correct entry should be

DESK» ) TIE DOffil

FAILURE ) PACKAGE

Appendix 2 - To include Type B(u) and (lj) in entry- for Type B

Use "radionuclide" instead of isotope.

It «as-also agreed to have consultations with some countries (as'

the US) before sending out.

Appendix 3 - Change "Sate of incident" to "Sate of Event".

Add after (construction) "identification marks" in line for Package

descriptions

TI should be spelled out to Transportation Index.

Sub-title on Nature of package damage should be "Kature and Severity of

package damage".

Under Extent of release or exposure, to add item "total cost of

shipment".

Change "shipper" to "consigner".

I t was suggested to have sone indication of "confidentiality" in the

report so as to eliminate apprehension of shipper/company that information

may be used against them.



It was also unvested that perhaps IAïïi virite OCTI for information on

road transport aonident an is done for rail. C3C informed it vrill be

possible to provide information on its study at a future date.

3. Report of Working Group 2 was presented and discussed.

Points of agreement reached are:

a) Add "For the purpose of Working Group 2, after definition.

The definition on human error accepted was "Human error is the failure

to establish and follow proper procedures in the preparation of a consignment

(refer to definition in Safety Series 6, Sec. 113) or its transport or

storage whether intentional or unintentional.

The definition on risk assessment was accepted after a number of

typographical errors were corrected.

On page 2, "a" vas re-v/ritten to reflect the discussions on "tie down".

It should now read:

2)/î0 Group 2 concluded that the submitted data contains sufficient

evidence to show that the absence of adequate package ticdowns and

storage can result -in accidents.

Therefore, Group 2 recommends to the Agency that paragraph 526 of

Safety Series 6 bo expanded to include tiedowna explicitly. Thus,

it is sucsestcd that the paragraph read "Consienments of radioactive

materials should be adequately tied down and stowed."
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Also, Group 2 recommends that Safety Series 37 te e:<panded to

include more information on tiedowns. For example, the following

note should be added to paragraph 536.

"Unless packages are adequately tied down and stowed they may shift

during normal transport conditions so that an accident results or

damage to the packages themselves or damage to other cargo results".

In addition, à section should "be included in Safety Series 37

which gives examples of suitable tiedown principles and methods.

Conclusion "b" + "c" were ound to be acceptable.

On p. 4, under "C" the phrase "both for normal and accident

transport conditions" was deleted.

4. Report of Working Croup 4 war presented in 6 sections:

The usefulness of A3 values-vas discussed and desirability of

considering this added in future revision of S3 6.

Paper 4.1 was accepted with "and some related problems" added

to the 3rd line on p.l. Also ALI was corrected to read "annual limits

of intake".

Paper 4.2 (on paragraph 229 of S3 6) was accepted with the

suggestion that the proposed change should be referred to a future
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Advisory Group (regulatory).

Correction on 4.2, the last sentence at bottom of page was

deleted.

Paper 4-3 was re-accepted as it was already accepted during the

Plenary on Wednesday.

The remaining discussions on 4*4i 4«5 and 4«6 the following

aspects/problems were taken, among others.

a) relationship between activity leak rates and volume leak rates has

been recognized.

b) The need for working cost benefit analysis taking into consideration

the report 26 of ICRP. It was indicated also that perhaps the burden

of doing cost benefit analysis be on the party requesting the change.

c) On 4«6 on Type A Overpacks it was inferred by the VÎ3 that

no action vias to be taken but that some provision be included in the

regulation.

d) The suggested recommendations items to be looked into in 4.4,

4»5 and 4*6 were to be passed to the next Advisory Group (regulatory

panel )which the Agency may be requested to convene.
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5» Discussion on the report of V.'orkinj Group 3 was taker, and agreements

reached include, the recommended actions identified as C.15, p.15,

2.4, p.7, C.23, C.25, C.26, C.30, C.33, C40, G-47, Annex 2, Annex 3

and also C.8.

It is to be noted that most of the decisions taken.are to te

reflected in subsequent report. Recommendations C.15 and C.40 were

deleted.

6. The AC agreed to have the last plenary at 9:30 a.m.,

December 23, 1977-

W.H. Taylor
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SOOURT HffOHT BO. 5 - PLBI4HT 23 December 1977

1. The chairman presented the *£•»"** for the last plenary with the

desire that the group finish at 11*00 a.m.

2. A revision of Hoiking Paper 4.1 m presented by Working Group 4

and «as Readily accepted.

3. Discussion on the remaining portion of Working Paper WG 3 then

followed and the following points of agreement were reached: -

a) Delete last sentance of C.2, so that paragraph ends at

"......requirements."

1») Delete the whole of C.6

c) After some discussions, C.7 was retained as it was.

d) C.13 was rewritten, deleting the last sentence and the

phrase in parenthesis in the first sentence.

e) Delete last sentence of first paragraph of C.I?

f) Delete first sentence of C.25

After sos» more discussion it was felt that the Report of WG 3

should be polished by the moderator.

4. It was agreed that the Secretariat prepare a list of principal

areas of research from the Working Papers presented and dis-

cussions. She list will in turn be commented/corrected by

of the AG.

5« Dae to lack of times summary report Ho. 4 was not taken up but

the Chairman requested that members of the AG go over the summary

report later and send their comments, i f any, t o the Secretariat.

6. Qie meeting closed at l i t 15 a.m.

W. Taylor
Rapporteur

I
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APPENDIX 5

General Recommendation - ..- Information System for the Storage and

Retrieval of Data, with r~jrticular reference to Transportation,

Transportation Accidents ?.r.i other Data related to the Transport

of Radioactive Material - 5-j.pmitteA by J.D. McClure

Several of the working rrcups in AG-144* expressed recommendation that

information "be gathered rn specific topics "by the IAEA. Since there were

several such requests t- vas considered appropriate to make a general

recommendation in support of these requests which might be considered by

the IAEA. The infornaticr. requests referred to above, were on a muriber

of topics and is probably -typical of the response of advisory groups and

other panels. The frequency of such requests that might "be made to the

IAEA can quickly compound and the enormity of the task of data acquisition,

storage and retrieval is appreciated. With these facts recognized it is

specifically recommended that the IAEA consider the institution of, or the

incorporation into an eristing system, of an information system compilation,

storage and retrieval for:-.

abstracts of researsh, reports, journals, articles, transport

accidents, other data related to transport of radioactive materials

This information base, -.- -3 envisaged, would contain an associated file

of topical key words whi z:. >;ould allow the search of the file for selected

combinations of key words. 17ith the amount of information at present

available and probably rrrore information, it is judged that the only

practical way to enccrarare such a system would be through computer storage

and retrieval of the abstracts from disc or magnetic computer tapes. Such

information system nay already be a part of the IAEA library and/or computer

system, and if so, the only need would be to establish a base of data

related to the transportation of radioactive materials* Such a system could

easily be expanded to include other topics as well.

The system as it is en*.-sŝ ed could respond to individual request by member

states or could proviis - timely response to advisory groups and other panels

while they are in session. Input could be provided to the data base by member

states and the IAEA librsr-.* and publication costs could be held to a minimum

by the periodic publics.-lor. of accessions and an annual publication of the

cumulate index of the î -a aase.
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AFFENDXX 6

CTTOHMTIOIT SDPPLIED BT Mr» A. Gricehio - Commission of the

European Communities

I would like to inform this Advisory Group that the Commission of the

European Communities has already considered, in the framework of its

RJS) programme on plutonium recycling in LVJR's, the possible need for

additional tests for Hype B packages intended for air transport»

POT this the Commission is sponsoring a study which shall investigate

the response of packages to mechanical and thermal stresses involved

in aircraft accidents.

The accidents considered are:-

- aircraft crash and fire during take-off and landing

- impact of aircraft on mountains

- explosion of aircraft in mid-air during the flight

The packages investigated are Type B packages used for shipments of

plutonium oxide t plutonium nitrate and fresh uranium — plutonium mixed

oxide fuel elements»

If the need is ascertained, the study should establish specification of

tests which are representative of the consequences of aircraft accidents.

This study is being carried out by the United Kingdom Atomic Energy

Authority and the results are expected to be available by summer 1979.
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ADVISORY GROUP MEETING OK TRANSPORT PACKAGE TEST STANDARDS

December 1 9 - 2 3 , 1977

IAEA Headquarters Vienna, Boardroom

LIST OP PARTICIPANTS

CANADA Mr. K.R. SHOLTZ

TRANCE

. W.R. TAILOR

Mr. E.F. RIDOUT

v • Çî*.-._ ̂  y

Engineering and Scientific
Services Division

Directorate of Licensing
Atomic Energy Control Board
P.O.Box 1046
Ottawa, KiP 5S9

Civil and Mechanical Design Branch
Chalk River Nuclear Laboratories
Atomic Energy of Canada Limited
Chalk River, Ontario,
Product Quality Assurance
Commercial Products Division
Atomic Energy of Canada Limited
Chalk River, Ontario

Mr. Michel GRENIER Département du sûreté nucléaire
Centre d'études nucléaires
B.P. No. 6
92260 Fontenay-aux-Roses

GERMANT, F.R. Dr. Halter KDLB

Prof.Dr. Rudolf NEEDER
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